Summation of Evidence
• The UFO Phenomenon is real
• UFOs have interfered with U.S. Nuclear Weapons
• The U.S. Air Force has lied to the public about
national security implications
Evidence of UFOs interfering with U.S. nuclear weapons
Minot AFB, August 1966 – UFO disrupted communications of LCF – well
documented in Blue Book Report
Malmstrom AFB, March 16, 1967 – 10 missiles shutdown of Echo Flight
during UFO sighting by maintenance and security guards. Audio recording
of Walt Figel stating UFOs were reported during shutdowns; signed
statements from Eric Carlson, crew commander, supporting Figel’s
statements.
Malmstrom AFB, March 24, 1967 – 10 missiles shutdown of Oscar Flight
during UFO encounter at LCF as reported by security guards to launch
crew. Testimony and signed affidavit of Robert Salas; Audio recording and
signed statement of Frederick Meiwald, crew commander, that UFOs were
reported by security personnel during missile shutdowns.
Documents in support of Malmstrom cases:
• Telex message dated March 17, 1967 from Strategic Air Command
HQ to support units stating Echo flight missiles shutdown for “no
apparent reason” and is a “cause for grave concern”
• 341st SMW History Report, January 1- March 31 1967 states that
investigative team concluded that external generated signals caused
the shutdowns. This report also states there were ‘rumors’ of UFOs at
the time of the Echo shutdowns

• Signed statement of Robert Kaminski, Boeing Investigation team
leader of Echo flight that UFOs were involved in shutdown and no
viable cause for shutdowns was determined.
• Affidavit of Robert Jamison, who was maintenance officer that
restarted Oscar flight missiles and confirmed UFOs were reported as
the cause of shutdowns
• Affidavits of seven witnesses who spoke of their experiences of UFO
encounters at nuclear bases during September 27, 2010 press
conference
Other documents and witness statements are also available.

Evidence of Air Force collusion with Condon committee investigation
and Coverup
Detailed in report “Back to Montana” by Robert Salas. This report can be
viewed on www.spiralgalaxy.org

